
Host Scooter says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=

MO_Tiara says:
::in the TL heading to SB::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::at OPS station::

EO_Porter says:
::On the bridge at ENG 1, looking over the systems::

CSO_Nash says:
:: On bridge at SCI-1 Studying the disturbances::

CMO_Mrai says:
::in sickbay, looking over notes from medical conference::

MO_Tiara says:
::steps out of the TL in SB:: CMO: Ensign Tiara Joe reporting for duty sir.

SO_Weaver says:
::Standing over SCI 2, looking over data on the distress signals::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Sets sensors to gather data on the high end of the EM band::

CO_Winters says:
:: in his ready room ::

CIV_Knote says:
::Laying on his bunk reading some of the course requirements for the Academy extension course in science::

CMO_Mrai says:
::looks up at the new MO:: MO: Ah yes, I’ve been expecting you, welcome aboard.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::readying subspace Comm channels::

MO_Tiara says:
CMO: Thank you sir.

CMO_Mrai says:
::hands MO Tiara a PADD:: MO: This is a list of the patients in sickbay, and also a copy of my notes from the medical conference, please familiarize yourself with the first and study the later.

SO_Weaver says:
::Readies his scanners to search for the distress signals once the Triton is within range::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  ETA to Beta Quadrant?

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Triton, now out and about enroute to B311, begins receiving the automated repeating distress call

CSO_Nash says:
:: Notices that the blip on the sensor screen is getting stronger as we near  B311::

MO_Tiara says:
::takes the PADD:: CMO: Thank you sir I will.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::attempts to hail Outpost B311::

CSO_Nash says:
OPS: About 5 minutes.

CMO_Mrai says:
::stands up and walks around sickbay:: MO: Also pick yourself a team of nurses.

CNS_Arianna says:
::in office making notes on last session with crew member::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  We're only receiving the automated distress signal as of now, sir.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves over to the Conn::

MO_Tiara says:
CMO: Alright sir.

EO_Porter says:
::Notices that all systems are running efficiently::

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
@ ::running frantically around station OPS::

SO_Weaver says:
::Begins tracing the signal's origin::

CIV_Knote says:
::Pushes buttons on PADD to jump ahead in lesson plan::

CMO_Mrai says:
MO: That you can work with one of your duties will be to run the emergency triage area whenever it is necessary to open it.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: How close are we to the distress signal?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
COMM:  Outpost B311: This is the USS Triton, do you read?

MO_Tiara says:
CMO: Ok sir.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
@ ::suddenly hears a response:: COM: Triton: This is the... USS Triton, if I heard correctly? This is Commander Blaston Jeffcott of Outpost B311. Please respond.

SO_Weaver says:
CSO:  Information is sketchy at this point.  About 3 light years out is my best estimate.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
COMM:  Cmdr Jeffcott: We read, over.

CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Hail them again.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Noted.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  I have received a signal and have hailed back, sir.

CMO_Mrai says:
MO: Other then that we will work together here, and if possible I would like for one of us to be on the bridge whenever we can be.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*CO* I have received a signal from Outpost B311.

CIV_Knote says:
::Pays particular attention to adjusting sensors and correlating data with the computer data banks::

MO_Tiara says:
CMO: Sounds good to me sir.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
@ COM: Triton: Triton, we've been receiving these odd, VERY faint distress signals from within some type of electromagnetic anomaly. We've been acting as a comm relay for those distress signals.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Realizes that he is about to sit on the Captains lap. CO:  Sir.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Acknowledged.

CO_Winters says:
:: gets up and walks for the bridge ::

CIV_Knote says:
Self: As interesting as this is, it's more fun flying. ::snorts::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
COM:  Outpost: Acknowledged.  We will arrive shortly.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Report.

CMO_Mrai says:
MO: Any questions?  If not then follow me on rounds so you get to know the patients. Ok then lest get started.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
@ COM: Triton: Please note, Triton, that this anomaly is at least 1.5 billion kilometers in diameter, by our current sensor readings. But we are still scanning. We'll be relaying our data to you on the distress call carrier signal. B311 out.

MO_Tiara says:
CMO: No questions sir. ::follows the CMO::

SO_Weaver says:
::Enhances the scan matrix, searching for the subspace signals::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::that’s a huge anomaly::

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir we have just made contact With a Commander Jeffcoat. He reports that an EM based anomaly has been sending distress signals through his station.

CIV_Knote says:
::Gives a large sigh, stands and gets a glass of juice from the replicator::

EO_Porter says:
::Boosts power slightly to the sensors::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  The anomaly is enormous in size, sir.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Very well.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Big? Of course, nothing this ship gets involved with is small. :: smiles ::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: How big exactly?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves back to SCI-1 and determines the size of the anomaly::

CSO_Nash says:
CO: About 1.5 billion Kms sir.

MO_Tiara says:
::walks around SB looking at the patients::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: That is big.

CO_Winters says:
SO: Any idea what might cause something this size?

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Yes sir it is.

SO_Weaver says:
::Accesses scanner data transmitted by the outpost::  CO:  I don't have much information as to its cause.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Tries to determine just what would cause such a big area of space to be affected::

SO_Weaver says:
CO:  I have obtained a good deal pertaining to the anomaly's structure from B311 however.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::tries to analyze the signal::

CO_Winters says:
CSO, SO: Well, it looks like you are going to get to use that monstrosity of a sensor pod we have been carrying around.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Accesses same data as the SO does::

CNS_Arianna says:
::makes a note to find Civ Knote to find out how things are going with his interviews::

CO_Winters says:
CSO, SO: What would happen if we took the ship in?

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye sir.

EO_Porter says:
::Likes the fact that everything is running smoothly::

SO_Weaver says:
CSO:  A lot of EM disturbance...and a lot of plasma-based energy floating around in there...

CSO_Nash says:
CO: I believe it would impact all of our systems and leave us dead in space.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
ACTION: Triton begins receiving a signal from a second location, but the same in content and signal composition (encoding, etc)

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  I am picking up the same signal from an alternate location.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Discretion is advised.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Can you get a fix on it.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: I don't think we will be taking this ship in there then. :: sits down in the big chair [tm] ::

CIV_Knote says:
::Flips the current PADD down and grabs the one that shows all the cool flight maneuvers::

SO_Weaver says:
::Tries to determine the origin of the second signal::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  The signal is coming from coordinates 320 mark 485

CO_Winters says:
:: checks up on Knote’s files :: Computer: Is Jota Knote qualified to fly this ship again?

MO_Tiara says:
::walks up to a young man of about 19::

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Set a course.

SO_Weaver says:
::Hears OPS and focuses scanners to that location::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::lays in course:: CO:  Warp speed sir?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Uses command code to access data from the new Science pod::

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Best speed.

MO_Tiara says:
Patient: Hello there young man.

MO_Tiara says:
<Patient>MO: Hey doc.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
<Flight Computer> OPS: Warning. Designated location specified is above tolerable EM interference limits.

CMO_Mrai says:
MO: Well Tiara it seems like you’re getting the grasp of it, ummm I’m going to the bridge for awhile then.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
*EO* I’m gonna need all you can muster.  ::engages course at maximum warp::

MO_Tiara says:
CMO: Ok sir.

SO_Weaver says:
CO:  I don't suggest taking the Triton near the anomaly until we have collected more data.

CMO_Mrai says:
::exits sickbay and heads towards the TL::

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Make sure we stay inside tolerable EM ranges.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Aye sir. ::adjusts course accordingly::

CMO_Mrai says:
::enters TL:: Bridge.

CO_Winters says:
SO: We aren't going inside.

EO_Porter says:
OPS: I'll free up all the power I can.

CNS_Arianna says:
::stands up from desk:: Self: I think I will see what is happening on the bridge::

EO_Porter says:
::Decides to check on things in Engineering::

EO_Porter says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Main Engineering.

CMO_Mrai says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge, walks over towards the CO chair::

SO_Weaver says:
CO:  ...Understood.  I have a report on basic composition of the anomaly.

CMO_Mrai says:
CO: Hello sir, thought I’d come on up and see what’s going on.

CO_Winters says:
SO: Report.

CNS_Arianna says:
::Leaves office heads toward TL::

SO_Weaver says:
CO:  There is a great deal of plasma energy floating around in there, similar to that you would find in the Badlands, but the intensity is much lower.

CO_Winters says:
CMO: Pretty quiet right now Doc. Just trying to figure that thing out. :: points at view screen ::

EO_Porter says:
::Arrives in M.E.::

CNS_Arianna says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge.

CMO_Mrai says:
::looks up at the viewscreen:: CO: Ahh yes I can see why, how big is it?

SO_Weaver says:
CO:  Also there is a small amount of EM emissions...enough to disrupt our readings of the distress signal.  That is the primary reason we haven't been able to locate the signal's origin.

CO_Winters says:
CMO: Indeterminate right now. Still collecting data. It is LARGE though.

CO_Winters says:
*Knote* Report to the bridge.

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Says here your name is Edgethor..is that correct?

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir the anomaly is made of neutrino- electron ion plasma. Its EM output is equivalent to a 7th power energy field.

Edgethor says:
MO:  Yes.

CIV_Knote says:
::Is amazed that...:: * CO* Aye sir.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Keep us well away from that anomaly.

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Broken leg  I see.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

Edgethor says:
:: nods ::

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Any luck in deciphering that signal?

CMO_Mrai says:
CO: Hmmm mind if I stay, maybe my experience as the CSO on Avalon will come in handy..

CIV_Knote says:
::Tosses PADDs down and heads for turbolift::

EO_Porter says:
Duty Officer: How are things doing here? Any problems to report?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  We will arrive at a safe distance in approximately 1 minute.  I will engage a parallel course with the anomaly.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
ACTION: Suddenly Triton's feed from B311 is cut. A frantic message replaces it.

CNS_Arianna says:
::exits TL on bridge::

EO_Porter says:
<Duty Officer>: Nothing out of the ordinary to report sir. All systems are functional.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
COMM:  B311: Do you read?

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Well my name's Tiara...you don't hav’ ta call me doc like you did before.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: I believe the anomaly that the Enterprise [tm] encountered was a 12th power field, sir.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
@ COM: Triton: Triton!!! This i ::zzzt:: 11. The anom..l.. panding. We're be.... compassed!

Edgethor says:
MO:  Okay.

SO_Weaver says:
::narrows his eyes at his panel as he sees rapid increases in subspace emissions::

CIV_Knote says:
::Steps out of turbolift on to bridge. Hears the broken Comm::

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Tell me something about yourself.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Outpost B311is in trouble!

CO_Winters says:
Comm: B311: What do you need?

Edgethor says:
MO:  There isn't much to tell....

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir the anomaly is expanding toward the station.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: How will that effect the station?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::attempts to clean up the comm link with B311::

MO_Tiara says:
::pulls up a stool next to Edgethor's bed::

CIV_Knote says:
::Edges toward the Captain, not wanting to interrupt but to let him know of his presence::

CO_Winters says:
:: nods at Knote ::

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
@ ::screams as the OPS computers around him all overload and explode... reacting with the power surges from the anomaly::

CIV_Knote says:
::Returns nod and backs out of the way::

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Although it is not as strong as the Veger cloud I still believe it could do quite a great deal of damage.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  We're getting some bad interference with B311.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Return to the Starbase. Warp 9. Again, keep us away from the anomaly.

CMO_Mrai says:
::walks over to the CSO, and watches over his shoulder::

CIV_Knote says:
::Shudders at the scream over the comm::

SO_Weaver says:
CO:  The Outpost will act as a "lightning rod” for all of that plasma energy.  Their power grid will likely overload...

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::engages course for B311 at warp 9, adjusting course to avoid he anomaly::

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Scan for survivors.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
ACTION: Triton completely loses the link with the outpost as its computers and power systems decide to go out to lunch with the anomaly.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Scanning.

CIV_Knote says:
::Eyes narrow as he attempts to bring himself up to speed on this latest action::

CNS_Arianna says:
::moves to stand behind the CO to assist if needed::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  We have lost all communications, sir.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Acknowledged.

CO_Winters says:
Knote: Because you have been serving on various stations on the ship I want to promote you to acting ensign to make things a little more official.

CMO_Mrai says:
::walks back over and stands beside Mr. Knote:: Civ: Mr. Knote how are you doing today, that thing out there sure don't look good does it?

CO_Winters says:
Knote: You have the skills it appears. Do you accept?

CIV_Knote says:
::Brow raises:: CO: I see.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Certainly, why not. ::laughs::

SO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Can we get any more power to the scanners?

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Well where were you born?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
SO:  I'll see what I can do.

CO_Winters says:
Knote: I would like you to take over the flight station right now.

CIV_Knote says:
::turns to Mrai;; CMO: It certainly looks interesting.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Mr. Knote will be taking over the helm. Return flight control back to that station.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::reroutes some power to the sensors::

CMO_Mrai says:
::pats the CIV on the back:: Civ: good job Knote, ohh excuse me Ensign Knote.

Edgethor says:
MO:  Acamar III.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::returns flight control to helm::

SO_Weaver says:
::Reroutes his panel to control the scanner pod::  Self:  A little better.


CIV_Knote says:
::Sits at helm and adjusts the settings::

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Try cross linking the EM calibrations with the electron spin on this cloud lets find a way to stop its advance.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::starts scanning for any radio or subspace frequencies from the anomaly::

CIV_Knote says:
::Receives position from nearest navigational buoy::

SO_Weaver says:
CSO:  Yes sir.  Several theories have come to mind.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Sir, this may be a long shot, but may I attempt to hail the anomaly itself?

CMO_Mrai says:
::leans over the CO:: CO: Ahh sir is that a good idea putting him behind the wheel so to speak, I mean what happens if he deviates a little too much or something..

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: That's cool....how old are you?

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Heading is still B311 sir warp 9.

CO_Winters says:
Ops: Anything is worth a shot I suppose.

CO_Winters says:
CMO: We die.

Edgethor says:
MO:  19.

CO_Winters says:
:: dead serious (no pun intended) ::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: ETA about 2 minutes.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
ACTION: Triton comes within visual range of B311. It's perfectly intact, except that it's pitch black with no power

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Feel free to indulge in them. But we need some results fast. With the power emanations if the cloud totally envelops the station we may have to go in.

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Cool I’m 23. ::smiles:: How did you break your leg?

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Dropping to impulse Skipper.

CMO_Mrai says:
CO: Ahh I see, ::looks at Knote:: then I hope for our lives he knows what he's doing.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::attempts to hail B311 again to no avail::

CO_Winters says:
EO: Can we get a tractor beam out to them?

CO_Winters says:
Civ: Acknowledged.

Host Cmdr_Jeffcott says:
ACTION: ... the port half of the station (from Triton's perspective) is inside the anomaly's fog-like border, slowly advancing on the station.. barely perceptible.

CO_Winters says:
CMO: Hey he might give you some more patients. :: faces lightens a little ::

EO_Porter says:
::Notices that the two defective shuttles have been completely repaired::

CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Stand by to receive shield modulation settings if we do have to go into this area.

SO_Weaver says:
CSO:  I know sir.  Seems like we could at the very least create a shield from the excess energy with the deflector dish, but as for the plasma...

CIV_Knote says:
::Presets some escape routes, just in case::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  Aye sir.

CO_Winters says:
*EO* Can we pull the station out with a tractor beam?

CMO_Mrai says:
CO: ::laughs:: That’s all I need sir more patients with a new MO aboard, well I’m ready for them if he does.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Holding at 15,000 Kms sir.

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Triton is caught off guard for a moment as a light current eddy (lightning in space) tickles the Triton's shields and dissipates harmlessly.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: What shield modulation would we have to use to keep the plasma from affecting us very much?

CO_Winters says:
CMO: Hopefully we won't end up in that situation. He is qualified I am sure.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::scans anomaly for any hidden signals...any pattern that shows signs of intelligence::

EO_Porter says:
*CO* Tractor beam is online. I just hope the beam will hold. The station is quite a large mass.

CIV_Knote says:
::checks flight controls for any problems from the "lighting"::

Edgethor says:
MO:  I'll let you guess considering you're trying to make conversation.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir we were caught by an eddy from the anomaly. No damage. Shields holding.

MO_Tiara says:
::glares::

Edgethor says:
MO:  What?!

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Nothing.

Edgethor says:
:: raises an eyebrow at the MO ::

CMO_Mrai says:
CO: Well, ok with me if he's ok with you, so sir just what exactly is that thing out there..

MO_Tiara says:
::smiles::

Edgethor says:
:: beginning to think this MO is weird ::

MO_Tiara says:
::knows what Edgethor is thinking::

SO_Weaver says:
CSO:  The shields should hold at the current modulation, because at this point we're only facing energy output from the storm, much like lightning bolts.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

CIV_Knote says:
::Mutters to himself:: Self: Sure pick now to see what I know...couldn't do it on a milk run.

EO_Porter says:
*CO* I don't believe that the beam will be effected by the EM cloud since the tractor beam is graviton based, not EM.

CO_Winters says:
CSO: You have the bridge. :: gets up and walks to ready room ::

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir I suggest that we glide into the anomaly at minimum power levels. Kind of making a grounded area in space so to speak.

CNS_Arianna says:
::smiles at Knote’s thoughts::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  Could we modulate the shields to repel electrical charges?

Edgethor says:
:: looks around ::

CMO_Mrai says:
::smiles also::

CSO_Nash says:
OPS: It's worth a shot. Test it in a simulation first though.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  Aye sir.

CMO_Mrai says:
~~~~ CNS how nice to see you today and how are you doing?~~~~~

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Anything interesting?

Edgethor says:
MO:  Not really.....

SO_Weaver says:
::Readings begin coming in about the "immersed" portion of the outpost::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::begins testing shield modulations to repel electrical charges::

CIV_Knote says:
::Feels a pressure inside his head and really hopes one of those mind readers isn't intruding::

CNS_Arianna says:
~~~~Mrai nice to see you also~~~~

SO_Weaver says:
CSO:  The station appears to be well at this point...power is down in many sections but life support is holding.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Noted.

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Triton begins detecting various small escape pods being released from the station, which seem to be set up as mobile signal amplifiers and beacons

OPS_Brehgorn says:
::walks to CSO::  CSO: I believe that this rotating modulation will cause any electrical surges to shift around our shields, much like wind around a shuttlecraft on a planet.

SO_Weaver says:
::Sees the pods being launched::  CSO:  We may have contact with the station soon.  They appear to have launched pods as comm relays.

CNS_Arianna says:
::walks over to Knote and smiles at his thoughts:: Knote: It a bit crowded in there right now?

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: So...wassup?

Edgethor says:
:: shrugs ::  MO:  Nothing.

CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Very well.  Hold until we reestablish contact with the station.

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: Ditto.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  Aye sir.

CIV_Knote says:
::tracks the trajectory of the pods::

SO_Weaver says:
::Continues working::  *EO*  Weaver to engineering.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Sir, I believe B311 is trying to communicate with us.

EO_Porter says:
*SO* Engineering here.

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks up at the CNS trying to figure out what she said::

CSO_Nash says:
CIV: Set course for those pods and see if we can get the station back.

Host Scooter says:
<B311> @ COM: Triton: Attempt... mated restart of... sion generators. May be poss... tilize pods as electri... dy collectors.

CIV_Knote says:
CSO: Can do...::sets the course::

SO_Weaver says:
*EO* From what I have seen of the anomaly so far, it reacts much the same way as a lightning storm.  Would reversing shield polarity allow us to travel around the perimeter without encountering any of the energy bolts?

CIV_Knote says:
CSO: 1/4 impulse toward pods.

MO_Tiara says:
::starts to fix Edgethor's leg::

Edgethor says:
:: watches the MO ::

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  If we don't get power to these guys...   Maybe we should attempt to beam them aboard.

CIV_Knote says:
::Frowns trying to understand the message from the station::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Grins at the CIV. CIV: Ah the nice and easy approach.

MO_Tiara says:
::finishes off with the leg:: Edgethor: Feeling better?

EO_Porter says:
*SO* If the cloud works as a lighting storm, then giving our shields a negative charge would, in theory, prevent it from discharging at us since we would have the same charge as the cloud. I believe it will work.

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CO:  I believe B311 is attempting to use the escape pods to generate power.

Edgethor says:
:: moves his leg ::  MO:  Much.....

CSO_Nash says:
OPS Noted. Will the anomaly affect transporters?

CIV_Knote says:
CSO: Are they telling us to use the pods for auxiliary power?

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks at OPS and nods::

CMO_Mrai says:
::turns head towards ops:: OPS: Umm don't think that would be a smart idea I mean could we get a lock on them good enough to get them out with that storm covering almost half of the station.

MO_Tiara says:
Edgethor: That's good. ::runs a tricorder over Edgethor to make sure everything else is ok::

CSO_Nash says:
CIV: I believe that they are going to use those pods to regain power.

SO_Weaver says:
*EO* In theory.  ::grins a bit::  You'll take care of that?

OPS_Brehgorn says:
CSO:  The outposts attempt to generate power will be futile!  If they are engulfed by the anomaly...

CIV_Knote says:
CSO: I recommend we not get between those pods and the station.

CSO_Nash says:
CIV: Noted.

EO_Porter says:
*SO* That's what I'm here for. Should I begin the modifications now?

SO_Weaver says:
CSO:  By generating more power the station will simply attract more discharge from the storm.  Do they realize that?

CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Will transporters get through?

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: An eddy bolt hits one of the pods, but it isn't obliterated. The energy is transferred around the pods in a sort of network

CIV_Knote says:
::Tries to remember if he got to this part in his extension course::

Host Scooter says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
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